
There are five sentences given in the jumbled form, one of the 

sentences is highlighted which is in its correct position. You 

need to re arrange the rest of the sentences using that 

highlighted sentences in its correct position.  



(A) The body, and in the conclusion, where themes are summarized

(B) As well as in places that require special emphasis through

out

(C) A speaker’s final words will resonate with the audience.

(D) It is essential to go slowly at the start of a presentation

(E) The slower and more emphatic the delivery here, the more

(1) DBAEC

(2) ABDCE

(3) CBDAE

(4) None of them

(5) No correction required
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(A) The ground and surely some of them will sprout.

(B) Because You never know that you will always have many

exciting possibilities before you.

(C) Not all will bear fruit but some will. Throw enough good seeds

on

(D) Do this and you will have enough projects going so that you

will never fear walking up some morning with nothing to do.

(E) I have discovered that super successful people take every good

idea they run into and act upon it. (1) CAEB

(2) BCAE

(3) ECAB
(4) None of them

(5) No correction required
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(A) So make a bold decision and see what energy surges from deep 

within you.

(B) But then they delay making a decision to do

(C) Anything about it. Procrastination produces fatigue. 

(D) There are some people who dream a dream

(E) Indecision is a fatigue-producing experience. 

(1) DCEA

(2) ACED

(3) ECAD
(4) None of them

(5) No correction required
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(A) Digital Divide Data had grown from a small IT outsourcing

(B) while safeguarding its social mission which is

(C) company in Cambodia to an internationally recognized social 

enterprise.

(D) to offer training and employment to disadvantaged youth.

(E) In 2009, the company was weighing on how best to grow 

(1) DCBE

(2) BCED

(3) ECBD
(4) None of them

(5) No correction required

ACEBD
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(A) Christine Peterson was assigned to lead a newly formed regional 

consulting team

(B) at DSS Consulting. She carefully selected the team members, 

(C) built a cohesive group, and led the team in developing a new 

consulting service. 

(D) Both Peterson and her team were satisfied with their 

accomplishments and ability

(E) to overcome the indifference of others in the organization.

(1) DCEA

(2) CEAD

(3) EACD
(4) None of them

(5) No correction required
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There are two blanks given in the

sentence, choose the option which fits the

blanks appropriately.



The research of the Social Economy and Sustainability Research

Network is partnered research, research that ….(1) questions that

are important to the community-based members of the team, and

….(2) knowledge that they can use “on the ground”.

(1) comments, grants

(2) answers, contributes

(3) interprets, assigns

(4) pleas, shares

(5) reports, affords
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Reliance Retail will start the second ….(1) of booking for JioPhone

post-Diwali after completing ….(2) of about six million mobile

devices that were booked in the last month.

(1) Point, dispatch

(2) Stage, drop

(3) Aspect, transmission

(4) phase, delivery

(5) step, confinement
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The buses are meant to carry passengers, but in the busy and

sprawling Surat textile market, the slew of private buses are ….(1)

with heaps of clothes and are sent across states ….(2) payment of

any cess under the GST regime.

(1) loaded, sans

(2) charged, with

(3) burdened, without

(4) weighted, lack

(5) full, complete
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Sri Lanka is currently ….(1) to pay off its debt to China because of

its slow economic growth. To resolve its debt crisis, the Sri Lankan

government has agreed to ….(2) its debt into equity.

(1) Able, convert

(2) Unreliable, change

(3) Unable, convert

(4) Powerless, changed

(5) clumsy, return
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The defence minister ….(1) that India has become a powerful

nation and its prestige at the international level has been boosted

….(2) under the leadership of the current Prime Minister.

(1) noticed, slightly

(2) observed, considerably

(3) discovered, little

(4) inspected, considerable

(5) described, unremarkably
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(A) The meeting broke into at 10 o’clock.

(B) The meeting broke out at 10 o’clock.

(C) The meeting broke up at 10 o’clock.

(D) The meeting broke down at 10 o’clock.

(1) Both A and B

(2) Both B and D

(3) Only C

(4) Only A

(5) All of them

Find the correct sentence
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(A) I came by a golden pen lying by the side of the road. 

(B) I came across a golden pen lying by the side of the road.

(C) I came round a golden pen lying by the side of the road.

(D) I came about  a golden pen lying by the side of the road.

(1) Both A and B

(2) Both B and D

(3) Only B

(4) Only C

(5) All of them

Find the correct sentence
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(A) Most of the parents drag up their children in social life.

(B) Most of the parents drag into their children in social life.

(C) Most of the parents drag their children in social life.

(D) Most of the parent up drag their children in social life.

(1) Both B and C

(2) Both A and B

(3) Only C

(4) Only B

(5) None of them 

Find the correct sentence
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(A) We can not get by in this situation.

(B) We can not get on in this situation.

(C) We can not get over in this situation.

(D) We can not get off in this situation. 

(1) Both A and B

(2) Both B and C

(3) Only B

(4) Only A

(5) All of them 

Find the correct sentence
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(A) The students were down looking their new classroom.

(B) The students were with looking their new classroom.

(C) The students were looking their new classroom.

(D) The students were looking for their new classroom.

(1) Both A and C

(2) Both B and D

(3) Only C

(4) Only D

(5) All of them

Find the correct sentence
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Choose the Synonym of ‘EFFUSIVE ’

(1) Economical

(2) Lavish

(3) Unexcited

(4) Bad

(5)    None of them
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Choose the Antonym of ‘GAG ’

(1) Joke

(2) Hoax

(3) Quip      

(4) Seriousness

(5)    All of them
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Choose the Antonym of ‘ODIOUS ’

(1) Disgusting

(2) Attractive

(3) Horrid        

(4) Unpleasant

(5)    None of them
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Choose the Antonym of ‘RAPACIOUS’

(1) Greedy

(2) Ravenous

(3) Avaricious         

(4) Generous

(5)    None of them
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Choose the Synonym of ‘DERISIVE’

(1) Praising

(2) Respectful

(3) Genuine 

(4) Ridiculous

(5)    None of them
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